Abstract
Introduction
An important application of static analysis is the detection of affine relations that hold between the variables of a program. The information provided by such an analysis is used in optimizing compilers and program verification. A lot of work in this field deals with the theory of the analyses and the classification of the abstracted programs they work on (see [6] for an overview). This paper discusses the implementation and evaluation of interprocedural linear-constant propagation applied on realistic programs.
Link-time transformation of programs has been successfully used for program compaction and program optimization [2, 3] . The technique benefits from the whole-program overview at link time to apply optimizations that are complementary to compiler optimizations. The drawback of link-time transformation is the absence of high-level information on the program, forcing analyses and optimizations to be very conservative. Due to the size of whole-program control flow graphs, all analyses and optimizations must be carefully engineered to be practical in their use.
At link time, the information on variables as they exist in the source code or at compile time is discarded. Therefore, the analysis presented in this paper will detect simple affine relations that hold between the processor registers at every point in the program. Each of the affine relations contains at most two registers, which is a specialization of the relations that are used in the work by Karr [5] . The binary relations that we evaluate are similar to those in the linear-constant propagation by Sagiv et al. [9] , but they are less general. Since our analysis operates on the level of machine instructions, even simple relations can capture enough information to enable effective program optimizations and at the same time keep the running time and memory usage practical.
In the next section, we discuss the characteristics of the program representation at link time. In Section 3, we explain our data flow analysis and the different operations involved. In Section 4 we give some applications that use the computed information and we discuss the results of the optimizations. We discuss related work in Section 5 and draw conclusions in Section 6.
Link-time program representation
To motivate the design of our analysis, explained in the next section, we highlight the most important characteristics of the program representation that we are working on at link time. We have implemented our analysis using Diablo, a framework for link-time binary rewriting 1 
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detailed description of the link-time program representation used, we refer to De Bus et al. [2] . In this work, the construction of the Interprocedural Control Flow Graph (ICFG) is discussed in depth. From a statically linked program, an ICFG representation is built. The nodes in this graph represent basic blocks which contain the instructions of the program. We use an instruction representation that lies close to the assembly level. Not all instructions have a one to one mapping with real machine instructions, as there is a need to abstract address calculations in the ICFG. We use pseudo-instructions, address-producers, that produce a symbolic reference to a part of the program and store this in a register. This is conceptually similar to the use of labels in assembly language. At program layout, the pseudo-instructions have to be converted into real machine instruction sequences again. For more details on the abstraction of address computations in an ICFG, see [2] .
Basic blocks are grouped into functions. A function has a unique entry point and a unique exit point. In most cases, a function corresponds to a function at the source level, but a dummy exit node is added to reduce the complexity of the control flow graph. In case a function has multiple entry points, it is subdivided into smaller single-entry parts. Functions provide a way to model call-return pair edges, to attach meta-information to the graph like, e.g., the calling conventions, and they allow us to summarize the effect of a function call during data flow analysis.
As said, the instruction representation is close to assembly level, so as a result there is no notion of (global) variables in the ICFG. Furthermore, we have to treat memory as a black box as there is no high-level information available about the data structures that are being processed. Load operations will produce an unknown value in a register, except for loads that access the read-only data section.
A practical approach to linear-constant propagation
The goal of our analysis is to compute for each pair of registers the affine relations of the form r x = r y + c that hold for each program point in any execution of the program. Here, r x and r y are registers and c is composed of a symbolic and an integer constant. The problem we want to solve is a variant of linear-constant propagation [9] , that deals with relations of the form x = ay + c. In our analysis, the linear coefficient a is restricted to 1. This restriction allows us to use an efficient representation of affine equations as we will show in Section 3.2. Furthermore, it avoids the problem of dealing with exponentially large coefficients due to the multiplication and division of equally sized numbers, as pointed out by Gulwani and Necula [4] and Müller-Olm and Seidl [7] .
The analysis presented here is an interprocedural context-sensitive fixpoint algorithm. During the execution of the algorithm, sets of affine relations are propagated through the basic blocks of an abstracted ICFG and transformed to reflect the effect of the statements from the program. At the start of a basic block with multiple incoming edges, a meet operation is performed. Procedure calls are abstracted to represent a safe approximation of their actual effect on the set of relations. In the remainder of this section, we will first discuss how programs are abstracted. Then we will present an efficient representation of a set of affine relations, and subsequently we show the algorithms to transform and merge these representations.
Affine programs
Previous work on detecting affine relations in a program was performed in the context of high level or intermediate level code as in, e.g., a compiler. Here, the relations considered are between the variables found at the source level. As explained in Section 2, there is no notion of variables at link time. The instructions of a program operate on registers which are possibly read from or stored to memory. In this paper, we will analyze a subset of the affine relations between the general purpose integer registers used in a program.
Since a program contains many instructions whose effect cannot be modeled using an affine relation between two registers, we will abstract programs and treat such instructions conservatively. Whereas Karr deals with any affine relation between the program variables [5] and Müller-Olm et al. even handle polynomial relations [8] , we will only deal with the initialization of a register with a (symbolic) constant, register copy operations and the addition of a register and a (symbolic) constant. Examples of these operations are given in Figure 1 (we will explain r ∅ , ref1 and ? later). When the defined and the used register of an instruction are the same, we will say that the corresponding assignment is invertible and we will call it non-invertible otherwise.
As explained earlier, memory is treated as a black box, so instructions that load a value from memory in a register are modeled as an assignment of an unknown value (represented as ?) to a register (e.g., line 3 in Figure 1 ). On most architectures however, load and store operations can also have side effects. A load operation, for example, can increment or decrement the base register used in the load instruction. When possible, we also represent these side effects using an affine assignment. In Figure 1 (b), line 4 models the side effect of the load operation. In this case, register 1 is incremented by 4 after the accessing the memory.
Instructions that do not alter the contents of a register, e.g. branch instructions, are ignored in our abstracted programs. To model a function call conservatively, the calling conventions are used when applicable. A function call is summarized by assigning the unknown value to all registers that can be overwritten by the callee. When the callee is unknown or when it is unknown if the callee obeys the calling conventions, we model the call as if all registers are overwritten with the unknown value.
To model the initialization of a register with a constant value consistently, we will add a virtual register, r ∅ , to the architecture which always contains the value 0 (if it does not already exist like on the MIPS architecture). Using r ∅ , we can represent the initialization of a register with a constant in a general way (line 1 in Figure 1 ). When propagating constant values, we can also model the addition or the subtraction of two registers when it turns out that one of the operands contains a known constant value. An example of this is given at line 6 of Figure 1 .
With our current abstraction, we would have to model address-producers as an assignment of an unknown value to a register. Indeed, symbolic references cannot be treated as regular constants (see also Section 2) since the final value of the addresses is only determined after the program layout is computed. Address computations form a unnegligible part of a program at link time, so we will extend the affine relations to be able to model
is a symbolic reference (relocation) to some part of the program. The most general equation we will represent is of the form r x − r y − c − addr x + addr y = 0. In the next section we will explain why we use two symbolic references.
Although we use a fairly simple abstraction, we can model a lot of a program's instructions using the affine equations. This is because a large fraction of the program instructions consume only one register and a constant 2 . As will be shown in the next section, our abstraction enables us to use a representation that is both compact and allows for fast transformations. 
A compact canonical representation
During the data flow analysis, sets of relations are propagated through the ICFG. Our representation of these sets of relations is much different from the method used by Karr [5] . In this work, the author uses a normalized reduced rowechelon matrix A and column vector c to represent the independent affine relationships. For m relations and n variables, A is an m × n matrix and c is a vector of length m.
In our case matrix A would be very sparse, as in any row of A at most two values will be non-zero and these values are always 1 and -1. Since our relations are much simpler than the ones used by Karr, we were able to devise a data structure that allows for more efficient operations. In later sections, we will show that the operations on our data structure are at least an order of magnitude less complex than the operations on Karr's data structures.
In our representation we will map each register on a unique number. If the number of registers for an architecture is n, we refer to these registers using r 0 to r n−1 . We reserve r n to represent the immutable register r ∅ .
Our representation consists of at most n equations of the form r x − r y − c − addr x + addr y = 0. We require that the set of equations is in canonical form to make it possible to compare two sets of equations. In the canonical form, the following restrictions hold:
1. In every equation x must be lower than y. Hence the lowest numbered register always has a positive sign.
2. A register may be used at most once as register r x and at most once as register r y .
An example of a set of equations in canonical form is given by Figure 2 To transform a set of equations in canonical form, we make use of linear algebra, namely the addition and subtraction of two equations. At this point we can explain why we are using two symbolic references in the equations.
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When two registers are initialized with different symbolic references, e.g., r 1 = addr 1 and r 2 = addr 2 , we will represent them in our canonical form with the equations r 1 − r 2 − addr 1 + addr 2 = 0 and r 2 − r ∅ − addr 2 = 0 because of restriction 2.
Note that the size of the representation grows with the amount of information that is extracted from the program. In a real implementation of the algorithm, one would either have to use a variable amount of memory which will slow down the performance or waste some memory and use the worst case amount of n equations per set. In both cases, it takes O(n) time to find out if a register is used in one or more equations.
Our implementation trades compactness for performance, and reuses some of the wasted memory to speed up the analysis. This allows to complete a lookup of a register in a set of equations in constant time. The data structure we use is an array of n + 1 quintuples (r, y, c, addr x , addr y ). In the array, register r x from an equation is implied by the index in the array. We reuse the field r that otherwise would hold register r x , as a reference to another quintuple in the array. On top of the register numbers 0 to n, we will use ⊥(= n + 1) which stands for the unknown value. When we refer to elements from a quintuple, we will use a functional notation, e.g. when we refer to register y from a quintuple Q, we write Q(y). Individual quintuples are referred to with capital letters.
The affine equation r 0 − r 1 − 4+ref1 = 0 is stored in the array of quintuples, eqs at offset 0 by assigning
and at offset 1 by assigning eqs [1] (r) = 0. So element r is a reference to indicate at which other index a register (here r 1 ) is used.
Formally, a quintuple at position i in our data structure must satisfy one the following conditions (a dot stands for any value):
Furthermore we require that
In the case where element y from a quintuple is ⊥, the values of c, addr x and addr y are meaningless. With this data structure we can determine in constant time if a register r i is part of an equation by checking if
For an architecture with only four registers and assuming that none of the registers is part of a relation at the start of the code in Figure 1 , Figure 3 shows the data structure after the assignment at line 5 of Figure 1 . 
Adding and subtracting relations
To query our data structure or to insert or remove equations from our data structure, we will have to add or subtract two affine relations:
An addition or subtraction is a valid operation if the resulting relation fits in our representation. For an addition, this means that either x1 = y2 or y1 = x2 and similarly for the symbolic references. After addition or subtraction we may have to multiply the resulting equation by -1, to ensure that the lowest numbered register has a positive sign.
In our data flow analysis, we have to add or subtract the relations represented in the array of quintuples. Because register r might be a reference to another quintuple, we will write (i, R) + (j, S) in the algorithms below to indicate:
norm returns a relation in canonical form. In the algorithms below, we represent the result of this operation by a quintuple Q, but in this case Q is not part of an array of quintuples. In that case Q(r) cannot be a reference to another quintuple, but it represents the smallest of the two registers from the resulting equation. In the remainder of the text, we may omit the symbolic references from the figures and the pseudocode of the algorithms, to have a cleaner presentation. It should be obvious how to extend the pseudocode in order to handle these references.
Invalidating a register
When a non-invertible assignment or an assignment with the unknown value is encountered during the analysis, at most two affine relations become invalid and need to be removed from the propagated information. In case the defined register is part of two relations, their sum is a new relation that still holds after the assignment. An example of this situation is given in Figure 4 .
In the case where the defined register is part of only one equation
Inserting a relation
When a set of relations is propagated over an affine assignment node, the effect of the assignment needs to be reflected in the set of relations. In case of an invertible assignment e.g. In case of a non-invertible assignment, e.g. r d = r e + a, register r d first needs to be invalidated as described in Section 3.4. Then the set of equations has to be adjusted to reflect the assignment. By using subtractions and replacements, the new information is inserted, leaving the set of equations in canonical form.
A recursive algorithm to insert a new relation in our compact data structure is shown in Figure 5 . We will assume that d < e, to simplify the algorithm. Although an iterative algorithm is more efficient, the recursive algorithm more clearly explains how insertion works.
At line 1, we check if register r e is used as the highest numbered register in another relation. If so, we subtract this relation and the relation to insert, Q, to form a new relation represented by quintuple P. Depending on the value of P(r), this quintuple replaces the existing one and Q or P is inserted recursively.
If register r e is not used as highest numbered register in a relation and the quintuple at offset r d is not ⊥, a similar computation is done, i.e. subtraction followed by replacement and insertion or insertion only. In all other cases, the new quintuple is inserted at offset r d .
Algorithm insert (eqs, (d, e, a) 
The meet operation
The meet operation has to combine two sets of relations and produce a new set of relations that contains all relations that hold in both of the original sets. We use a straightforward approach for this operation, for which an algorithm is found in Figure 7 .
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Algorithm meet(eqs1, eqs2) 0: set of quintuples S ← ∅, T ← ∅ 1:
while ¬IsBot(Q) 4:
while ¬IsBot(Q) 8:
Q ← (i, Q) + (Q(y), eqs2[Q(y)]) 10: S ← S ∩ T 11: return reduce(S) Figure 7 . The algorithm to compute the meet of two sets of relations, eqs1 and eqs2.
The algorithm consists of three steps: lines 1-9 For every register in ascending order generate all equations containing this register using summation. This will generate two ordered sets each containing all possible equations from one of the original sets. This steps takes at most O(n 2 ) summations.
line 10 Intersect the inflated sets: as both sets are ordered this can be done in one pass over the sets of size O(n 2 ). The resulting intersection is an ordered set containing the common equations, which represents the meet of the two original sets albeit not in a canonical form.
line 11 Reduce the intersection to canonical form by eliminating all equations for which there exists another equation with the same r x but a lower numbered r y . This requires one pass over the ordered intersection of size O(n 2 ).
The total complexity of the meet is O(n 2 ). This is an order of magnitude lower than the meet operation in Karr's more complex analysis. By reducing the affine relations to the simple form used in this analysis and by using a wellchosen data structure, the overall complexity of our analysis is also an order of magnitude lower than the analysis by Karr.
Applications and results
In this section, we present two applications of the linearconstant analysis. These applications were implemented in the Diablo link-time program rewriting framework. We will evaluate the applications by measuring their impact on the optimizations Diablo performs.
Common subexpression elimination
Using the results of our analysis, we perform Common Subexpression Elimination (CSE). If an instruction uses a register plus offset, we check if there exists another register that already contains the desired value. In that case we replace the use of a register plus offset by just one register. The offset is possibly zero, in which case we are actually performing copy elimination.
CSE can eliminate instructions when they turn out to be redundant. This might be the case for additions, subtractions and copy instructions. The other effect of CSE is that instructions are simplified and that the processor needs to do less calculations. By replacing a register, other instructions can become useless because they now produce dead values. Diablo's liveness analysis will detect these instructions and eliminate them. We should note that the Diablo framework already has copy elimination built-in, but this only works on extended basic blocks. Our fixpoint data flow analysis will discover additional candidates for copy elimination.
Stack analysis
Stack pointer operations in the machine code of a program written in e.g. the C programming language are mostly additions and subtractions of a constant integer value and the stack pointer. This is because a programmer must explicitly use the alloca function to allocate a variable amount of memory on the stack. In all other cases where the stack is used, e.g. for argument passing or for storing local variables, the compiler can figure out how much space is needed on the stack.
On top of the analysis described in this paper, we have built a stack analysis that traces the stack pointer throughout a complete function. As such, we can determine the size of a function's stack frame at any point in that function and we can determine which load and store operations use or alter values in the stack frame. At the start of a function we assume the stack pointer is equal to some symbolic address addr SP and we insert a relation SP − r ∅ − 0 − addr SP = 0 in a set of relations that are all ⊥. Then we propagate this set through the function until a fixpoint is reached, assuming that callees of the current function restore the stack pointer. Afterwards it can be checked if at exit from a function the relation SP = r ∅ + addr SP still holds. If this is the case, we were able to trace the stack pointer throughout the whole function. We will now present two applications of this stack analysis: spill code removal for the ARM architecture and function argument forwarding during constant propagation for the i386 architecture.
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Spill code removal for ARM
On the ARM architecture, the function prologue and epilogue contain instructions that load or save multiple registers at once to spill or restore the callee-saved registers. These instructions use a base register that is automatically incremented or decremented to compute the address where the next register from the list of registers will be stored to or restored from. A context-sensitive interprocedural register liveness analysis can detect that some of the spilled registers contain dead values. It is very hard to remove those registers from the multiple loads and stores as this could affect the stack layout. When a function accesses a stack slot from its caller, a compiler generated offset from the stack pointer is used to find this slot. When a register from the spill code is removed, the offset has to be changed.
First the stack analysis is performed. Then, for each slot in the stack frame a list is made of all instructions in the function that access stack slots higher on the stack (higher meaning pushed earlier, as the stack grows downward). A stack slot containing a dead spilled register can then easily be removed by removing the register from the save and restore instructions and decrementing the load and store offsets of all instructions in the eliminated stack slot's list.
Function argument forwarding during constant propagation for i386
Because of the paucity of general-purpose registers on the i386 architecture, function arguments are passed over the stack. This is detrimental to the performance of the interprocedural constant propagation analysis in link-time program rewriters, as in this context usually only register values are propagated and all memory, including the stack, is considered a black box. The stack analysis however makes it possible to identify definitions and uses of function arguments. The instruction emulator used in constant propagation is then modified so that instructions that define a function argument save the constant value they produce in an argument state structure on the call edge corresponding to the function call. The emulator can then retrieve the values from this argument state structure for each argument use that was identified in the called function. In a first pass, all functions are scanned for argument uses. For each load instruction, the stack analysis information is used to determine whether it is a load from the stack, and where in the stack frame the load occurs. If the stack slot that is loaded lies before the current stack frame, the load is considered to be an argument use.
In a second pass, all basic blocks from which a function is called are examined for argument definitions. These definitions can take two forms: either a push instruction or a more general instruction of which the destination operand is a memory operand that points to the stack. Once again, the stack analysis information is used to determine which store instructions write to the argument slots of the called function.
In the first pass it is not important if the analysis is unable to determine the exact destination of a load. The load instruction is then simply not flagged as an argument use, resulting in a less accurate but still conservative constant propagation. In the second pass we have to be more careful. If the analysis is unable to prove that a store instruction is either an argument definition or does not write to the called function's argument slots, the caller block containing the instruction cannot be investigated further.
Results
In this section, we describe the impact the proposed applications of the linear-constant analysis have on the performance of the Diablo link-time program optimizer.
Common subexpression elimination and spill code removal for ARM
The impact of common subexpression elimination and spill code removal for the ARM architecture will be shown by comparing with previously published results [2] . The set of benchmarks from the aforementioned paper were compiled with the ARM ADS 1.1 toolchain, with the compiler instructed to optimize for code size. We have measured the instruction count, the number of executed processor cycles, loads and stores and the power dissipation using sim-panalyzer 3 . We also measured the size of the program's code for each benchmark. Table 1 shows the results for the individual benchmarks as well as an average over the set of benchmarks.
Using our analysis and optimizations improves the result of link-time optimization in every respect. The spill code removal is the only optimization that is able to reduce the number of store operations. For unepic, more than 7% of store operations are removed from the program execution. The reduction in power dissipation due to our optimizations is slightly bigger than the reduction in the number of executed cycles, which indicates that we were able to remove power hungry instructions from the program execution. This contrasts with the existing optimizations in Diablo where the reduction in cycles is a lot bigger than the reduction in power consumption for the programs that were optimized using Diablo without our optimizations.
Program compaction increases by 1%, for which we know this can be considered a significant result 4 . Given Table 1 . The number of executed instruction, loads, stores and cycles and the program size and power dissipation in percent relative to the original program. The left column shows the results after applying diablo, the right column shows the results after applying diablo and our copy analysis.
the fact that Diablo already performs advanced optimizations, like a context-sensitive interprocedural constant propagation and liveness analysis, and has picked the low hanging fruit, the results indicate that our copy analysis provides enough information to allow additional optimization opportunities. Furthermore, these optimizations have a different impact on the power consumption than the existing linktime optimization techniques.
Function argument forwarding
We have implemented the function argument use and definition detection in Diablo and extended its existing contextsensitive, flow-sensitive constant propagation analysis to forward constant function arguments from the definitions to their uses. For the evaluation, we have used the same benchmarks as for the ARM optimizations, but compiled with gcc 3.3.2 and statically linked with uClibc. Again, the compiler was instructed to optimize for code size. To judge the effectiveness of the argument use and definition detection analysis, we recorded the fraction of functions for which any argument uses were detected and counted the number of detected uses and definitions for each benchmark program. The impact on the results of constant propagation was assessed by recording the fraction of call sites for which any constant arguments were discovered and by comparing the total program compaction with and without argument forwarding enabled. All results are shown in Table 2 . The argument use analysis was able to identify argument uses for at least 72% up to 92% of all functions. The average number of argument uses per function ranges from 2.03 (djpeg) to 3.71 (vortex). The average number of argument definitions per use was ranges from 1.23 (rawdaudio) to 8.34 (vortex) . For most benchmarks the fraction of call sites with at least one constant argument is between 25% and 36%, but for vortex there were constant arguments at 85% of all call sites. The compaction gains are very small, ranging between 0.11% and 0.47%. However, the identification of argument uses and definitions and of constant function call arguments is still useful for applications like program understanding. Also, Schwartz et al. [10] describe a scheme for profile-directed function inlining where the inlined functions are specialized for constant arguments at their call sites. As the results show, our analysis is very well suited for identifying these constant arguments. At present, this optimization is however not implemented in the Diablo framework.
Analysis execution time
We have measured the execution time of the analysis for all ARM benchmarks. The analysis was executed on a machine with a 2GHz Pentium 4 processor and 1GiB RAM running Linux. Table 3 shows the number of basic blocks, the execution time of the analysis and the average execution time per thousand blocks for each of the benchmark programs. We have also included a Linux kernel, which Table 2 . Fraction of functions for which argument uses were detected, number of detected argument uses and definitions, fraction of call sites for which constant arguments were discovered, program compaction without and with argument forwarding enabled for the i386 benchmarks.
contains more than 70 000 basic blocks, to assess the practicality of the analysis for very large programs. While 9 seconds seems a long time for one analysis, this is only a small fraction of the complete build time of the Linux kernel. Overall, our analysis is fast enough to be practical for use in a link-time optimizer.
The cost of simplification
Simplifying an existing analysis will reduce the amount of information that can be collected from a program. Using our linear-constant analysis, we will miss a part of the linear relations that hold between registers, resulting in less optimization opportunities. It is hard to quantify the loss of optimization opportunities without implementing more complex analyses. In the context of the optimizations discussed we do have some remarks.
CSE will benefit from a more complex analysis as more common subexpressions will be found. As the subexpressions become more complex, it will be less and less likely to find common subexpressions that were not detected in the compilation step. The stack analysis and its applications will not significantly improve if a more complex analysis is used. The current analysis already provides the necessary information for tracing the stack pointer.
We have recorded for each program from the benchmark set the number of instructions that can be represented in the affine programs used in our analysis and in the work of Karr. This number ignores control flow instructions, system instructions and memory operations without sideeffect. Those instructions cannot be modeled using affine relations. On average, 70.2% of all instructions that can be represented in the more general affine programs can also be represent using our simple affine programs. Additions and subtractions of two registers were not considered for the simple affine programs, although they can be modeled when it turns out that one of their operands has a known constant value. This means that in practice, less than 30% of instructions are not considered in our simpler approach. Karr [5] has provided a general approach to detect affine relations among variables of a program. He uses concepts from linear algebra to solve the problem. The affine relations that can be dealt with are more general than the relations in our approach. However, Gulwani and Necula [4] have pointed out that in order to implement his analysis, one would have to deal with exponentially growing numbers to keep the coefficients of the affine equations. We have built our analysis on the basis of this work, but tailored it to account for the peculiarities of whole-program link-time analysis and to avoid the problem of representing the coefficients. In more recent work, Müller-Olm and Seidl have extended Karr's work to reduce the complexity of the algorithm [7] and to be able to deal with polynomial relations and procedure calls [8] . In the latter work, the authors use a backward algorithm as opposed to Karr's approach and the analysis described here. This work has a theoretical nature and there is no experimental evaluation that shows the practicality of their technique on complete programs. The same remark holds for the work of Gulwani and Necula [4] , who use a probabilistic approach to detect the equality of variables.
Related work
Sagiv et al. [9] provide a general framework to solve Interprocedural Distributive Environment problems (IDE), one of which is linear-constant propagation. In their method, the ICFG is expanded to a supergraph containing environment transformers. The authors provide both an exhaustive algorithm as well as a demand driven algorithm. Linear-constant propagation is compared to copy propaga-
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tion by analyzing the source code of 38 C programs, the largest of which contains 6054 lines of code. Library code was excluded from the analysis. Linear-constant propagation detected more constants than copy propagation, while the running time was not significantly larger.
Schwarz et al. [10] describe a stack analysis for the x86 to determine the actual values of function parameters. There goal is to propagate the actual values in an inlined instance of a function. Balakrishnan et al. [1] have incorporated a stack analysis in their CodeSurfer/x86 framework. This analysis verifies whether a program uses the stack in a wellbehaved manner to identify malicious code, which can also be done using the stack analysis we described.
Conclusions
We have proposed an algorithm and the data structures to perform whole-program linear-constant propagation at link time. The analysis is practical for use on complete programs and powerful enough to enable additional link-time optimizations. Using the analysis, we have implemented spill code removal, which is able to remove on average 2 percent of all store instructions of a program. We have shown that the linear-constant analysis can be used both to optimize embedded software for code size and energy consumption and to assist in program understanding.
